
watch video

Download

Let your feelings do 
the texting with Aura

a text messaging app with 
animated weather backgrounds

see how 
it works

Type a message…

Ha! I already did. Have a 
good time babe. See when 
you get home.

You sure will ;)

Have a great day!

Today 8:02 AM

Today 6:54 PM

Thanks! You too!

Haven’t heard from you 
all day. Sigh

I’m still at work.

Please take out Leo out so 
he doesn’t pee all over the 
house.Verizon
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Add emotion to 
your texts 
Choose from 11 different emotions 
from awkward to happy to scared. Each 
background animates so your partner 
understands how you feel.

You can even create your own!

 

OMG. I’m so sorry babe. 
Totally lost track of time.

I’m stopping right now! 
How about I pick up the 
food on my way home?

Sounds great! I’ll choose a 
movie for us to watch?

Or we could go out?

Nah. I’m actually tired.
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food on my way home?
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Nah. I’m actually
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i Texting is still fast 
and easy 
Each weather background is associated 
with keywords. Your emotion is 
predicted as you type and Aura learns 
about you the more you use it.

You can customize these keywords.

 

Sounds great! I’ll choose a 
movie for us to watch?

Or we could go out?

Alright. See you soon!

No. You’ve had a stressful 
day and I’m laying on the 
couch. LOL

Can’t wait
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Customize your 
texts in more ways 
Add tone and emphasis to your texts by 
styling the words you use. Choose from 
bold, underline, and italic. It only take a 
quick tap. 
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